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SUMMARY

Homeostatic regulation of the intestinal enteroendo-
crine lineage hierarchy is a poorly understood pro-
cess. We resolved transcriptional changes during
enteroendocrine differentiation in real time at sin-
gle-cell level using a novel knockin allele of Neurog3,
the master regulator gene briefly expressed at the
onset of enteroendocrine specification. A bi-fluores-
cent reporter, Neurog3Chrono, measures time from
the onset of enteroendocrine differentiation and en-
ables precise positioning of single-cell transcrip-
tomes along an absolute time axis. This approach
yielded a definitive description of the enteroendo-
crine hierarchy and its sub-lineages, uncovered
differential kinetics between sub-lineages, and re-
vealed time-dependent hormonal plasticity in entero-
chromaffin and L cells. The time-resolved map of
transcriptional changes predictedmultiple novel mo-
lecular regulators. Nine of these were validated by
conditional knockout inmice or CRISPRmodification
in intestinal organoids. Six novel candidate regula-
tors (Sox4, Rfx6, Tox3, Myt1, Runx1t1, and Zcchc12)
yielded specific enteroendocrine phenotypes. Our
time-resolved single-cell transcriptional map pre-
sents a rich resource to unravel enteroendocrine
differentiation.
INTRODUCTION

Single cell sequencing is rapidly evolving to become an indis-

pensable tool to investigate cellular composition of tissues

(Haber et al., 2017; Halpern et al., 2017). By employing algo-

rithms such as diffusion pseudotime (Haghverdi et al., 2016) or

StemID (Grün et al., 2016), single-cell datasets can also be

brought in pseudo-temporal order to investigate continuous

changes in cellular identity (e.g., differentiation). This approach

has proven useful but has inherent limitations: (1) pseudo-tem-

poral order is relative, so no information on actual duration is
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available; (2) a densely populated dataset is needed because

transition states between cellular identities have to be observed

for high-confidence pseudo-temporal relations; and (3) the order

is not based on a transcriptome-independent variable and is

therefore easily biased by the applied method. Thus, especially

rare cell populations with complex differentiation programs are

difficult to study based on pseudo-time alone.

The intestinal epithelium renews completely every 3–5 days

(Darwich et al., 2014). This rapid turnover necessitates the co-

existence of stem cells, progenitors, and mature cells at any

given time. All epithelial cells in the intestine originate from

continuously cycling LGR5+ stem cells at the bottom of the crypt

(Barker et al., 2007). Among their progeny are enteroendocrine

(EE) cells, a scarce (<1% of the epithelium) but essential hor-

mone-producing population scattered throughout the gastro-

intestinal epithelium. Their roles in metabolism and appetite

control have put EE hormones at the forefront of the battle

against metabolic syndrome and type II diabetes. Additionally,

they also control intestinal motility and orchestrate mucosal im-

munity (Gribble and Reimann, 2017;Worthington et al., 2018). EE

cell types are usually classified based on their hormone produc-

tion: L cells (Glucagon-like peptide 1, GLP1), I cells (Cholecysto-

kinin, Cck), Enterochromaffin (EC) cells (Serotonin, 5-HT), X cells

(Ghrelin, GHRL), S cells (Secretin, SEC), K cells (Gastric inhibi-

tory peptide, Gip), delta cells (Somatostatin, Sst), and N cells

(Neurotensin, Nts) were originally distinguished, but reports on

multihormonal cells make the classification significantly more

complicated with up to 20 different cell types (Haber et al.,

2017; Habib et al., 2012). A limited number of regulators of EE

development, such as Neurog3 (Mellitzer et al., 2010), Neurod1

(Naya et al., 1997), or Arx (Beucher et al., 2012), have already

been identified in knockout studies, but a complete description

of the differentiation process of individual lineages is lacking. Un-

derstanding the developmental program that controls EE differ-

entiation is of particular interest, as specific subtypes (e.g.,

L cells and K cells) harbor significant therapeutic potential.

In this study, we combine single-cell RNA sequencing, a fluo-

rescent timer construct and organoid technology to generate a

real-time resolved, lineage-specific map of EE differentiation

on a single-cell level. In doing so, we identify significant differ-

ences in the differentiation speed of individual lineages, chang-

ing hormone production within lineages along the temporal
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Figure 1. Generation and Characterization of the Neurog3Chrono Reporter

(A) Schematic depiction of reporter strategy.

(B) Structure of Neurog3Chrono reporter on DNA level and protein products.

(legend continued on next page)
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trajectory, and novel transcriptional regulators of EE differentia-

tion. Finally, we prove the relevance of our findings by knocking

out 9 general and lineage specific candidate regulators inmice or

organoids and demonstrate EE phenotypes in two-thirds of all

tested genes.

RESULTS

Generation of an EE Real-Time Reporter
Due to the limited time frame from birth in the crypt to shedding

at the tips of villi, differentiation of intestinal cells is a highly chor-

eographed process. Neurogenin-3 (Neurog3) is transiently ex-

pressed in the common EE progenitor that gives rise to all EE

cells in the intestine and to a majority of EE cells in the stomach.

Thus, the transcriptional pulse of Neurog3 expression in the

course of EE differentiation used in conjunction with a fluores-

cent pulse-chase reporter can clearly identify a cell’s progress

on its way from common EE progenitor to mature EE cell.

Classic fluorescent reporters (e.g., EGFP) are of limited use as

time-resolved reporters, due to their long half-life and the ambi-

guity of fluorescence intensity versus time. Previous studies

have tried to overcome this limitation with fluorescence shifting

fluorophores, such as DsRed-E5 (Miyatsuka et al., 2009). How-

ever, especially early gene activation was difficult to detect,

due to the low brightness of the protein. Alternatively, coupling

an unstable, fast folding fluorescent protein (green) that indicates

acute transcriptional activity, with a second, stable, slow folding

fluorophore (red) allows cell-tracking long after cessation of re-

porter gene transcription (Figures 1A and 1B). To generate a re-

porter with the highest possible sensitivity, accuracy, and

temporal resolution, we employed the brightest available fluo-

rescent proteins (mNeonGreen [Shaner et al., 2013] and

dTomato [Shaner et al., 2004]) and destabilized mNeonGreen

based on the N-end-rule by N-terminally fusing it to a single ubiq-

uitin followed by an N-degron (Tasaki et al., 2012). Since co-

translational cleavage of a single ubiquitin in the polypeptide

chain exposes leucine at the N terminus of mNeonGreen, the

protein is subject to active removal. The construct was inserted

into the Neurog3 locus at the endogenous stop codon to main-

tain potential regulatory functions of the 30 UTR (Figure 1B).

The knockin gene generates three independent proteins

(NEUROG3, dTomato, and destabilized mNeonGreen) from a

single polypeptide chain at a 1:1:1 ratio, which hinges changes

in green and red fluorescence intensity exclusively on protein

stability and thus time.

Neurog3Chrono animals were viable and even homozygous

reporter mice showed normal EE differentiation (Figure S1A).

The endogenous fluorescence showed the expected spectrum

of cells from green over yellow (green + red) to red (Figure 1C).

To establish a relationship between fluorescence signal and

real time, we tracked individual cells during the differentiation

process. Mini-guts (aka organoids) mimic the intestinal epithe-
(C and D) Detection of reporter fluorescence in (C) cryosections of homozy

Neurog3Chrono organoids in standard culture medium.

(E) Examples of fluorescence tracking of individual cells in Neurog3Chrono orga

(F) relative mean fluorescence intensities of mNeonGreen (green) and dTomato (

(G) Fluorescence decay of the Neurog3Chrono fluorophores over time (n = 25, m
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lium almost perfectly in structure and function and generate all

cell types of the epithelial lining, including EE cells (Basak

et al., 2017; Sato et al., 2009). We isolated intestinal organoids

from homozygous Neurog3Chrono mice and followed sponta-

neous EE differentiation by live imaging (Figures 1D–1E and

Video S1). Fluorescent cells changed sequentially from green

over yellow to red (Figures 1E and 1F) indicating that Neurog3

was—as expected—expressed in a pulse during EE differentia-

tion. The calculated half-lives of mNeonGreen and dTomato

were 4.39± 0.45 h and 29.78 ± 1.54 h (95%confidence intervals),

respectively, which clearly indicates that mNeonGreen is highly

destabilized (Figure 1G).We could reliably detect and distinguish

cells from 24 h before to around 80 h after peak green fluores-

cence (our 0 h time point).

Global Transcriptional Changes during EE
Differentiation
Having confirmed correct reporter behavior in vivo and in vitro,

we proceeded to separate reporter-positive from reporter-nega-

tive cells by FACS of small intestinal crypts of homozygous

Neurog3Chrono mice (Figure 2A). EE-specific genes were

strongly expressed in reporter positive cells, whereas markers

of epithelial stem cells (Lgr5) and other intestinal lineages (Alpi,

Muc2, Lyz1, and Dclk1) were strongly enriched in the reporter-

negative population (Figure 2B). Thus, Neurog3Chrono was

correctly expressed and labeled EE cells with high fidelity.

Subsequently, we separated the reporter-positive cells into

early (green), differentiating (yellow), and mature EE cells (red)

(Figure 2A). The chosen gates corresponded approximately

to �24 h to 5 h, �5 h to 24 h, and older than 24 h (Figure 2A).

Since our system allows us to highlight transcripts that show

temporal modulation during the differentiation process, we

focused our analysis on genes that are differentially expressed

between different stages of EEmaturation. A total of 1,418 genes

showed significant changes during the differentiation process

(Figure 2C).

Based on their temporal expression pattern, we classified

transcripts into early, early+intermediate, intermediate, interme-

diate+late, and late expression genes. Within these categories,

we found known markers of the EE differentiation process (Fig-

ure 2D). Additionally, we identified a wide array of time-specific

genes (Table S1). Among these were 172 transcriptional regula-

tors that showed specific temporal expression (Figure 2E). 54 of

these were only transiently upregulated during the maturation

process. To validate our findings, we selected several candidate

genes in the list of transcription factors and confirmed their tem-

poral expression pattern at protein level in situ. TOX3,MYT1, and

RFX6were successfully detected in the small intestine in EE cells

of the expected Neurog3Chrono fluorescence (Figure 2F). Like-

wise, staining for SOX4 protein overlapped widely (but not

completely) with expression of NEUROG3, which indicates that

expression peaks of both genes in EE cells are only slightly offset
gous Neurog3Chrono small intestine and (D) homozygous small intestinal

noids over time; aligned on maximum green fluorescence.

red) over time (n = 25, mean ± 95% confidence interval [CI]).

ean ± 95% CI).



Figure 2. Global Transcriptional Changes during EE Differentiation

(A) Flow cytometry of isolated small intestinal crypt cells from homozygous Neurog3Chrono animals. Colored gates indicate the sorting windows for early (green),

intermediate (yellow), and late (red) cells. The combination of early, intermediate, and late gate is considered reporter positive.

(B) MA-Plot of reporter positive versus reporter negative cells. (n = 4 mice).

(legend continued on next page)
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from each other (Figure S1B). Taken together, time-resolved bulk

sequencing of Neurog3Chrono crypts confirmed the fidelity of

the reporter system and identified a wide array of new EE genes

with distinct temporal expression profiles.

Generation of a Time-Resolved Dataset of EE
Differentiation at Single-Cell Level
Bulk RNA sequencing is a highly sensitive method to assay

global transcriptional changes. However, it does not distinguish

specific gene-expression in individual EE subspecies. Thus, we

performed single cell sequencing on reporter-positive cells

from small intestinal crypts and villi. A total number of 6906 cells

were sorted and processed following the SORT-Seq method

(Muraro et al., 2016). This method is based on CEL-Seq2, which

combines immediate barcoding with linear amplification to

ensure reliable detection of expression differences even in lowly

expressed genes (Hashimshony et al., 2016). Since the majority

of reporter-positive cells weremature (Figure 2A), we specifically

enriched for earlier (green and yellow) cells to cover the differen-

tiation time frame evenly.

Cell transcriptomes were analyzed with RaceID2 (Grün et al.,

2016). After filtering (minimal threshold of 2,000 unique tran-

scripts/cell, see STAR Methods), we retained 2,281 cells for

analysis (Figure 3A). Expression of Dll1 marked the earliest

stages of EE differentiation, in line with our bulk dataset (Fig-

ure 3B). High levels of Neurog3 identified cells in the central

cluster as progenitors (Figure 3B). In contrast, Neurod1 and

Isl1 marked late progenitors and mature EE cells (Figure 3B).

Two ‘‘common’’ markers of mature EE cells, Chga and Reg4

(Grün et al., 2016), were most abundantly expressed in entero-

chromaffin (EC) cells, the most numerous EE cell type in the in-

testine. Whereas Chga was present in other EE subtypes, albeit

at lower expression levels, Reg4 appeared highly specific for

the EC lineage (Figure 3B). All mature cell clusters were identi-

fied based on their hormone expression profile (Figure 3F). We

observe well-separated clusters of I cells (Cck), L cells (Gcg),

Delta cells (Sst), X cells (Ghrl), EC cells (Tac1/Tph1), N cells

(Nts), and K cells (Gip). EE cells from proximal, medial, and

distal small intestine clustered according to their EE subtype

and not according to regional origin within the small intestine

(Figure 3C). The distribution of mature cells between crypt and

villus varied strongly based on cell type. L cells were almost

exclusively crypt derived, whereas nearly all N cells stemmed

from the villus (Figures 3D and 3E). S cells did not form a sepa-

rate cluster, but Sct-high cells could be found in most other

mature cell clusters, particularly among villus-derived I and

N cells (Figure S1C). In addition to the expected clusters of

EE cells, we also discerned a Goblet cell cluster (Agr2, Tff3,

Spink4, and Muc2) and a small cluster of Paneth cells (Lyz1

and Defa17) (Figure S1D), which was in line with previous obser-

vations (Schonhoff et al., 2004).
(C) Venn diagram of population-specific genes (p < 0.01, log2FC > 1.5).

(D) Heatmap of cluster specific genes (p < 0.01, log2FC > 1.5, row Z scores) and e

list, see Table S1.

(E) Time-resolved list of transcriptional regulators. Genes with known EE functio

dissociation (van den Brink et al., 2017).

(F) Immunofluorescent stainings for TOX3, MYT1, and RFX6 on vibratome sectio
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By integrating the recorded fluorescence with the established

dynamics of the green and red fluorophore, we could determine

the amount of time that had passed since peak NEUROG3

expression for each individual cell (Figures 3G and 3H, see

STARMethods). When projected onto the tSNEmap (Figure 3A),

the time information correlated perfectly with the established

cluster identities (Figure 3I). Thus, we could distinguish EE line-

ages and link differentiation time with single-cell transcriptomes.

EE Cells Display Hormonal Plasticity
Despite the clear separation of hormone-expression on the tSNE

map, only 28.7%of all mature EE cells dedicatedmore than 90%

of their hormone-encoding mRNA to a single gene product.

However, the number varied strongly by lineage. Whereas

more than 70% of K, X, and Delta cells expressed essentially

only their primary hormone, less than 10% of L cells did (Figures

S2A and S2B). The majority of L, I, N, and EC cells were bi- or tri-

hormonal. The expression of several groups of hormones (e.g.,

Nts, Pyy, and Sct) was clearly correlated, which matched previ-

ous reports of multihormonal cells (Egerod et al., 2012; Habib

et al., 2012) (Figure 4A). The strongest positive correlation was

found between Gcg and Cck in L and I cells and between Tac1

and Tph1 in EC cells. Tac1 and Tph1 showed low correlation

with other hormones, emphasizing the difference of the EC line-

age to all other lineages.

Given the wide spectrum of observed co-expression in indi-

vidual cells (Figure S2B), it appeared unlikely that each combina-

tion constituted an independent lineage. High variability could

also be a sign of hormonal plasticity that allows mature cells to

modify their hormonal repertoire based on extrinsic cues. One

such cue can be the changing environment along the crypt-villus

axis during the journey of EE cells toward the villus tips. In fact,

when separated by crypt versus villus origin, EC cells showed

striking differences in their hormonal expression (Figure 4B).

While crypt EC cells expressed Tac1 and Tph1, villus EC cells ex-

pressed Sct instead of Tac1 and even higher levels of Tph1. Pre-

viously, it had been suggested that different sub-lineages of EC

cells exist in parallel. Alternatively, there could be a single line-

age, which changes hormone expression in the course of

maturation. By increasing our minimal transcript threshold, we

resolved a Tac1-high and Sct-negative and a Tac1-low and

Sct-positive sub-cluster within the EC population (Figure S2C).

When arranging these clusters in time, we clearly noticed that

these populations arose subsequently, and not in parallel (Fig-

ure 4C, top). The median age of Tac1+ EC cells was 43.98 h after

peak NEUROG3 expression, whereas Sct+ EC cells were on

average 64.82 h old. The decrease of Tac1+ EC cells was

concomitant with the appearance of Sct+ EC cells, which sug-

gested efficient cell type conversion. This observation was

further supported by plotting hormone expression in the EC

lineage versus time (Figure 4C, bottom) and confirmed in a
xamples for genes in each group (y axis = normalized counts). For a complete

n are in red. Grayed-out genes have been reported to be associated with cell

ns of homozygous Neurog3Chrono small intestine.



Figure 3. Generation of a Time-Resolved Dataset of EE Differentiation on a Single-Cell Level

(A) tSNE plot of sorted Neurog3Chrono cells (min. 2,000 unique transcripts/cell, 2,281 cells, n = 17 sorts of 2–3 mice each).

(B) General marker expression of EE cells (normalized unique transcript counts).

(legend continued on next page)
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reporter-independent manner in organoids (Figure S3C).

Tracking of Tac1+ cells on an individual and population level in

Tac1Cre-LSL-tdTomato organoids excluded premature cell

death of Tac1+ cells (Figures S3A and S3B). Plasticity, on the

other hand, was clearly supported by lineage analysis with the

‘‘destiny/dpt’’ package (Angerer et al., 2016; Haghverdi et al.,

2016). The EC lineage formed a continuous trajectory in diffusion

space from progenitors over Tac1+ EC cells (blue) to Sct+ EC

cells (green) (Figures 4D and S4B). This illustrates that Tac1+

EC cells represent the link between progenitors and Sct+ EC

cells, and not a separate lineage. As a complementary approach,

we also employed RNA velocity, a method that establishes dif-

ferentiation trajectories in single-cell datasets based on the ratio

of unspliced to spliced mRNA (La Manno et al., 2018). Tran-

scripts ofChgb, a marker strongly expressed in the later EC pop-

ulation, showed high ratios of retained introns in the earlier EC

cluster (Figure 4E). This indicated the start of a transition from

early to late EC cell identity. The same behavior could be seen

slightly later along the ECmaturation path for the geneReg4 (Fig-

ure S2D). Thus, based on Neurog3Chrono time, the lack of pre-

mature cell death in the Tac1+ EC population, the differentiation

trajectory in diffusion space and RNA velocity information we

conclude that the two EC sub-populations are not independent

parallel lineages, but subsequent stages in EC-cell maturation.

However, plasticity is not limited to EC cells. A similar relation-

ship was observed for the closely linked L, I, and N cells (Figures

4F–4H and S2E). The number of L cells decreased from 70 h on-

ward, while the number of I cells and N cells increased concom-

itantly (Figure 4G, top). This behavior was also reflected by the

transient nature ofGcg expression in the LIN cell population (Fig-

ure 4G, bottom), which indicated that L cells start to acquire tran-

scriptional I- or N-cell identity around 70 h into their lifetime. The

ILN lineage trajectory in diffusion space visualizes the progres-

sion from L over I to N cell (Figure 4D), which was further corrob-

orated by RNA velocity analysis for Cck (Figure 4H) and Nts

(Figure S2F). It is important to note, however, that L cells that ac-

quire transcriptional I- or N-cell identity still retain GLP1/2 protein

for a significant time. This explains why an overlap of GLP1 (high-

est RNA expression in L cell cluster) and PYY (highest RNA

expression in N cell cluster) is observed in cells on protein level.

EE Cells Do Not Move Freely with the Intestinal
‘‘Conveyor Belt’’
For both EC cells and LIN cells, the switch in identity occurred at

around 70 h after the peak of NEUROG3 expression. Thus, we

wondered whether this time coincided with movement of EE

cells along the crypt-villus axis. We recorded confocal images

of Neurog3Chrono small intestine and reconstructed the crypts

in 3D (Video S2, Figure S3E). Subsequently, we measured the
(C) Proximal (pink), medial (blue), or distal (turquoise) origin of cells along the pro

(D) Crypt (pink) or villus (blue) origin of cells on tSNE map. Gray cells are of mixe

(E) Relative frequency of individual mature EE cell types in crypt and villus.

(F) Hormone expression projected on the tSNE map (normalized unique transcrip

(G) Correlation between measured (real) time and calculated time based on fluore

live-imaging.

(H) Projection of calculated differentiation time on flow-cytometry data.

(I) Projection of calculated differentiation time on tSNE map.
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fluorescence intensities of EE cells and correlated thereby their

distance from the +4 position with differentiation time (Fig-

ure S3D). As expected, we observed the youngest EE cells in

the lower half of the crypt close to the +4 position. Unexpectedly,

however, EE cells did not immediately move up the crypt-villus

axis. The first EE cells were observed outside the crypt at around

60 h, after which their number steadily increased. Nevertheless,

a significant portion of EE cells remained in the crypt even at

80 h. Since enterocytes travel from the bottom of the crypt to

the tip of villi within 72 h regardless of small intestinal region (Dar-

wich et al., 2014), it was obvious that EE cells do not travel freely

with the epithelial ‘‘conveyor belt’’. 97.2% ± 2.2% (n = 145 cells

in 9 sections) of all red (old) cells in crypts expressed CHGA

either at high (EC cell) or low levels (non-EC cell) (Figures S3F

and S3G). Thus, the vast majority of these cells was mature.

Notably, the time the first EE cells reached the base of villi did

coincide with hormonal switches in EE lineages (e.g., EC and L

cells). This is well in line with a recent publication that described

changes in hormonal expression in EE cells in response to BMP

signaling, which is known to form a gradient of increasing signal

strength from the crypt to the villus (Beumer et al., 2018). Thus,

our data strongly support the ability of EE cells to change their

hormonal repertoire dynamically in response to environmental

cues, such as position along the crypt-villus axis.

Establishing Differentiation Trajectories with Real-Time
Information
To follow the process of EE differentiation and subsequently

identify its regulators, we established the order of events from

common progenitor to mature cell. By further subclustering pro-

genitor cells, we resolved 7 populations with differing temporal

profiles (Figures 5A and 5B). The earliest population (early pro-

genitor) covered a tight time span around the �10 h position. It

was followed by two clusters of immediate offspring. One of

these (goblet cell progenitors) showed a clear bias for the goblet

cell fate with increased expression of markers such as Fcgbp

and Agr2 (Figure 5C). The other cluster (common EE progenitor)

expressed markers of EE differentiation, e.g., Neurod1, and was

distinctly positive of Olfm1 (Figure 5C). Following the common

EE progenitor were two equi-temporal populations of biased

progenitors: one expressing markers of early EC cells (e.g.,

Fev, Chgb), the other markers of non-EC EE populations (e.g.,

Isl1) (Figure S4A). Each of these was followed by a cluster of

the earliest mature cells of the two respective lineages: Tac1+

early EC cells and X cells (Figures 5A and 5B). To visualize the

branching point between EC and non-EC lineage and identify

potential actors in the decision process, we analyzed all progen-

itors of the EE branch together with early EC and non-EC cells

(younger than 48 h) in diffusion space (Figure 5D). The diffusion
ximal-distal axis. Gray cells stem from whole SI preparations.

d origin.

t counts).

scence intensities. Colored dots correspond to reference values measured by



(legend on next page)
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map clearly illustrated the branching point and identifiedHmgn3,

Prdm16, and Fev as the highest enriched transcriptional regula-

tors at the EC side of the branch (Figure 5E). Isl1, Cdkn1a, and

Arx clearly marked cells on the non-EC trajectory (Figure 5E).

To establish relations from progenitors to mature cell popula-

tions, we transferred cell identities established in the progenitor

subclustering to our high-sensitivity dataset of all EE cells (Fig-

ure 5F). Cluster distribution along the time axis showed clear dif-

ferences in the maturation speed of individual lineages. Peaking

at 44 h after maximal NEUROG3 expression, Tac1+ early EC

cells were the first hormone-producing cells to develop (Fig-

ure 5G). This was in line with a previous study that utilized

BrdU incorporation to demonstrate that TAC1 is the earliest

detectable hormone (Aiken and Roth, 1992). At 60 h, Ghrl+

X cells were the first non-EC cells to appear in high numbers, fol-

lowed by L cells. Around 70 h, all other EE lineages were readily

detectable. Based on their expression of transcription factors

such as Arx, Cdkn1a, and Isl1, X cells, I cells, L cells, and K cells

were derived from non-EC biased EE progenitors (Figure S4A).

Early EC cells, on the other hand, arose from EC-biased progen-

itors (based on low Arx, Isl1, and Cdkn1a and high levels of Fev

and Chgb) (Figure S4A). This was further corroborated by the

fact that the number of non-EC biased progenitors decreased

in time concomitantly with the rise of early EC cells (Figure 5G).

While delta cells shared Cdkn1a and Isl1 expression with the

non-EC biased progenitor, they did not express Arx (similar to

the EC biased progenitor) (Figure S4A). The temporal profile

favored the non-EC-biased progenitor as origin because very

few cells remained in the EC-biased progenitor state at the

time delta cells arose. Indeed, Arx knockout causes a strong in-

crease in delta-cell numbers at the expense of I cells, L cells, and

K cells. EC cells are not affected and arise in normal numbers,

while X cells increase slightly (Beucher et al., 2012; Du et al.,

2012). IfArxwas themain regulator at the decision point between

EC-biased (low Arx) and non-EC-biased (high Arx) progenitor,

we would have expected increased numbers of EC cells upon

knockout and complete loss of all cells that arise from non-EC

progenitors. Therefore, it was more likely that Arx controls a sec-

ondary decision within the non-EC lineage between I cells,

L cells, and K cells (high Arx) and delta cells (low Arx). Finally,

when projected in diffusion space, delta cells follow a similar tra-

jectory as other non-EC cells (Figure 5H) and are distinct from the

ILN lineage (Figure S4B). Thus, due to expression of Isl1 and
Figure 4. Hormonal Plasticity in EC and LIN Cells

(A) Heatmap of correlation coefficients of log transformed normalized hormone t

(B) Normalized unique hormone transcript counts in crypt- versus villus-derived

(C) temporal profiles of Tac1+ and Sct+ subclusters of EC cells and Loess-smoo

within the EC lineage over time. Shaded regions denote 95% CIs.

(D) Diffusion map showing all EE progenitors plus all cells of the EC and ILN-line

(E) tSNEmap of 461 early and late EC cells (min. 4,000 unique transcripts/cell) (top

normalized unique transcript counts), phase portrait (bottom-right) showing regio

based on unspliced/splicedmRNA balance (colors correspond to clusters), unspli

high relative levels of unspliced mRNA = begin of gene expression, blue indicate

bottom left) (related to Figure S2D).

(F) Normalized unique hormone transcript counts in crypt- versus villus-derived c

(G) Temporal profiles of L, I, and N cell clusters and Loess-smoothed normalize

(purple) within the combined LIN lineage over time. Shaded regions denote 95%

(H) As (E) but for Cck mRNA in 176 ILN cells (related to Figure S2F).
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Cdkn1a, the fitting temporal profile, the Arx knockout phenotype

and the diffusion map trajectory, we also assigned delta cells to

the non-EC lineage.

Transcriptional Regulators of Lineage Specification
Having established the relationship between clusters, we pro-

ceeded to map the transcriptional order of events during lineage

specification. By ordering peak expression of highly modulated

transcriptional regulators in time, we generated a comprehen-

sive description of each lineage and its maturation stages (Fig-

ures 6A and S5A–S5F). Among the modulated genes of the EC

lineage, we noticed known regulators of EE differentiation (e.g.,

Neurog3, Pax4, Pax6, Neurod1, and Lmx1a) (Figure 6A).

Whereas the modulated expression pattern of genes like Sox4,

Neurog3, Tox3, or Myt1 did not differ between lineages, others

(such as Hmgn3, Fev, Cdkn1a, Etv1, or Crip1) deviated between

lineages at specific time points during the maturation process

(Figures 6B and 6D).

Having established the expression order of transcriptional reg-

ulators, we proceeded to determine which factors define individ-

ual cell types. Because differential gene expression analysis

among mature populations alone (Figure S5G) would miss the

observed transient lineage differences (Figure 6B), we opted to

examine differences in gene expression at three time intervals.

The first two intervals (10–20 and 30–50 h) contained genes that

predominantly separate EC from non-EC lineage (e.g., Hmgn3,

Fev, Cdkn1a, Isl1, Atf6, Arx), while the third interval (>50 h) high-

lighted genes that were specific for individual non-EC lineages.

Among these, we identifiedHhex as delta-cell-specific transcrip-

tion factors.Hhex has beenpreviously described to be necessary

for differentiation of SST-producing delta cells in the pancreas

(Zhang et al., 2014) and was thus a strong candidate to fulfill

the same role in the intestine. Zcchc12 was specifically ex-

pressed in X cells but has so far not been functionally linked to

endocrine development. Lmx1a,Atf6,Gtf2f2, and Taf1were spe-

cific for EC cells. Lmx1a has been recently described to control

serotonin biosynthesis in the intestine (Gross et al., 2016). In addi-

tion to single-lineage factors, we also found various regulators

with specific expression in two or more lineages. For example,

expression of Onecut3 separated I and N cells from all other lin-

eages, while Parp1 was specifically active in L, delta, and EC

cells. Likewise, Etv1 was enriched in L, I, and N cells, whereas

Pax6 was highly expressed in L and K cells.
ranscript counts.

EC cells.

thed normalized mean expression of Tac1 (red), Tph1 (green), and Sct (blue)

ages (min. 4,000 unique transcripts/cell, 2 viewing angles).

-left), time projection on tSNE (top-right), expression levels ofChgb (middle-left,

ns of increasing (over dotted line) or decreasing (under dotted line) expression

ced unique transcript count residuals projected on the tSNEmap (red indicates

s low relative levels of unspliced mRNA = downregulation of gene expression,

ombined L, I, and N cells.

d mean expression of Gcg (red), Cck (yellow), Sct (green), Nts (blue), and Pyy

CIs.



Figure 5. Establishing Differentiation Trajectories with Real-Time Information

(A) tSNE map of 613 EE progenitor cells (min. 5,000 unique transcripts/cell). Arrows indicate lineage relationships. Cells in gray could not be clearly identified.

(B) Violin/boxplots of time distribution within progenitor clusters in Figure 5A.

(C) Violin/boxplot of selected differentially expressed genes between early progenitors (light purple), goblet cell progenitors (orange) and common EE progenitors

(green). Numbers indicate normalized unique transcript counts.

(D) Diffusion map of all EE progenitor cells with cells of mature EE cluster (<48 h of age).

(E) Differentially expressed transcriptional regulators at the branching region between EC and non-EC cells, projected on a diffusion map (normalized unique

transcript counts).

(F) High sensitivity dataset of 1,750 cells (min. 4,000 unique transcripts/cell). Arrows indicate lineage relationships. Cells in gray mark non-EE cells.

(G) Violin/boxplots of time distribution within clusters in Figure 5E.

(H) Diffusion map of all cells in the high sensitivity dataset, illustrating the points of lineage decisions.
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Knockout of Candidate Genes
To corroborate the validity of our findings, we chose 9 candidate

genes (Figure 6D) for loss-of-function experiments. We chose

Sox4 due to the similarity of its expression profile to Neurog3.

Rfx3, Tox3, Myt1, Pbx1, and Runx1t1 represented genes that

were transiently activated in progenitors but mostly lost in

mature populations. Rfx6, has been reported to be a K-cell-spe-

cific gene (Suzuki et al., 2013). Indeed, we observed that Rfx6

expression was only maintained in mature K cells (Figure 6D),

but all lineages expressed Rfx6 highly at earlier stages. Thus,

we selected Rfx6 to investigate whether its function was broader

than conventional analysis would suggest. Finally, we chose

Zcchc12 and Atf6—two lineage-specific transcription factors

for X and EC cells, respectively—which have not yet been linked

to EE differentiation.

As confirmed by immunohistochemistry, SOX4 expression is

limited to rare cells close to the +4 position (Figure S6A). This

corresponds well to the short time frame of Sox4 expression at

the start of EE differentiation (Figure 6D, S1B, and S6B). To study

Sox4 function, we conditionally deleted the gene in the intestine

by using the beta-naphthoflavone-inducible AhCre transgene

crossed into Sox4loxp/loxp mice (Penzo-Méndez et al., 2007) (Fig-

ures 7A and S6A). Upon Sox4 deletion, the animals lost all GLP1-

positive cells in duodenum and jejunum (Figure 7B). In the ileum,

a reduced number of GLP1-positive cells was observed, most

likely a result of the incomplete deletion by AhCre in the distal

small intestine (Ireland et al., 2004) (Figures S6B and S6C).

Concomitant with loss of GLP1, CCK-, SST-, and GIP-positive

cells were significantly reduced, while the number of GHRL-ex-

pressing cells increased (Figures 7B and S6D). This phenotype

was further corroborated by microarray analysis (Figures S6E

and S6F). These findings are well in line with another very

recently published study that explored the role of Sox4 in

Atoh1 independent lineage allocation of Tuft and EE cells (Gracz

et al., 2018). Thus, Sox4 plays a broad but essential role for cor-

rect fate specification during EE differentiation.

Because generation and analysis of conditional knockout an-

imals is a technique with extremely low throughput, it was not

compatible with the number of candidate genes we aimed to

analyze. Intestinal organoids are a well-established system

to study intestinal epithelial biology. However, for organoids to

serve as a faithful model for EE lineage specification, the EE

differentiation process in vitro and in vivo needs to be compara-

ble. Therefore, we induced EE differentiation in homozygous

Neurog3Chrono organoids (Figure S7A) and investigated the

transcriptome of reporter positive. 950 organoid cells containing

a minimum of 4,000 unique transcripts/cell were combined with
Figure 6. Identification of General and Lineage-Specific Regulators of

(A) Modulated transcriptional regulators (UniProt: KW-0805) in the EC lineage or

ulation > 80%, mean transcripts > 0.9). Colors indicate Loess-smoothed mean ex

be found in Figures S5A–S5E.

(B) Lineage-resolved expression profiles of selected genes. Colored lines repre

normalized unique transcript counts.

(C) Differential gene expression between lineages at 3 depicted time intervals (p <

transcript counts + 0.1.

(D) Lineage-resolved expression profiles of genes chosen for knockout confirm

means. Numbers indicate normalized unique transcript counts.
the 1,750 cells from our primary tissue dataset. Cells clustered

according to cell type irrespective of tissue or organoid origin

(Figure S7 and S7E). In fact, we could detect organoid cells in

all previously identified EE progenitor and mature cell clusters

(Figure S7D), and they maintained the same differentiation dy-

namics as primary cells (Figure S7C). Consequently, organoids

represent an excellent tool to study EE lineage allocation

in vitro due to their faithful representation of EE fate specification.

To create loss-of-function organoids, we generated a mouse

line with constitutive expression of Cas9 from the Rosa26

locus. In contrast to previously published Cas9 animals (Platt

et al., 2014), these animals do not express EGFP, which enables

fluorescence-based readouts. Organoids generated from Rosa-

Cas9 animals were transiently transfected with in vitro-tran-

scribed gRNA (Figure 7C). Subsequently, we picked and

genotyped clones to identify organoids carrying homozygous

loss-of-function alleles. Knockout clones were expanded and

differentiated under EE-inducing conditions (Basak et al.,

2017). Phenotypes in EE differentiation were then assessed by

hormone-specific quantitative real-time PCR and whole-mount

immunofluorescent staining of multiple independent knockout

clones. As proof of principle, we first knocked out Neurog3

and confirmed loss of all hormone expression (Figure S7F).

Among the 6 transiently expressed candidate regulators (Rfx6,

Rfx3, Tox3, Myt1, Pbx1, and Runx1t1), only Rfx3 and Pbx1

showed no EE phenotype. Loss of Rfx6 induced severe loss of

K, X, and L cells and significant reduction in I and EC lineages

(Figures 7D and 7E). Despite the strong reduction in EE cells,

there was no detectable decrease inNeurog3 expression, which

indicated that Rfx6 acts downstream of Neurog3. This order of

events is further supported by our own temporal map of tran-

scription factor activation (Figure 6A) and Rfx6 knockout studies

in the endocrine pancreas (Soyer et al., 2010). Thus, despite be-

ing maintained exclusively in adult K cells (Figure 6D), Rfx6 con-

trols the differentiation of multiple EE lineages due to its transient

expression in all lineages during maturation.

Tox3 is a member of the HMG-box protein family and has so

far not been linked to endocrine development. Knockout of

Tox3 caused a strong decrease in Tph1 and thus in serotonin

(Figures 7F and 7G). However, Tox3-deficient organoids pro-

duced significantly higher numbers of X cells. A similar pheno-

type was observed in Myt1 knockouts, where EC cells were

also strongly reduced (Figures 7G and 7H). Even though Myt1

has been proposed to act in a reciprocal feed-forward loop

with Neurog3 in the endocrine pancreas (Wang et al., 2008),

we could not find evidence to support a similar mechanism in

EE cells. Neurog3 levels did not decrease upon loss of Myt1,
EE Differentiation

dered by peak relative mean transcript count along the time axis (mean mod-

pression relative to maximum expression in time. Graphs for other lineages can

sent lineage-specific Loess-smoothed expression means. Numbers indicate

0.01, min. FC > 3). Violin/boxplots depict log-transformed normalized unique

ation. Colored lines represent lineage-specific Loess-smoothed expression
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and the temporal expression profile indicated that Myt1 peaks

after Neurog3 starts to taper off (Figures S7G and S7H). It was

thus more likely that Myt1 acts downstream of Neurog3 in EE

differentiation.

In line with its broad expression during EE lineage specifica-

tion, loss of Runx1t1 affected K, I, and delta cells (Figures 7E,

7I, and S7I). The fact that it is also expressed in other lineages

(e.g., EC cells), suggests that it is not the primary driver for these

fates, but a necessary co-factor. Among the lineage-specific

candidates, Atf6 did not show an EE phenotype. However,

knockout of Zcchc12, a highly lineage-specific transcription fac-

tor in X cells, led to strongly reduced levels of Ghrl expression

and significant loss of X cells (Figures 7G and 7J).

Thus, we demonstrate that 6 out of 9 candidate genes identi-

fied by real-time-resolved, lineage-specific, single-cell RNA

sequencing show significant EE phenotypes upon knockout in

mice or organoids. This result showcases the ability of our

method to correctly identify important transiently expressed

genes that would not be highlighted in a conventional differential

expression analysis. Finally, we summarized our results in a

time-resolved EE differentiation tree that depicts common and

lineage-specific transcriptional regulators (Figure 7K).

DISCUSSION

Our method of real-time resolved single-cell transcriptomics is

applicable for all cellular processes that display transient acti-

vation of a marker gene. Due to the choice of fluorescent pro-

teins, our reporter construct provides high signal-to-noise ratio

even for lowly expressed genes without interfering with gene

function. Furthermore, the observed time frame is tunable by

exchanging the first amino-acid after the N-degron of mNeon-

Green. This makes the technology suitable for a wide range of

applications from studying short-term oscillations of cellular

signals to long differentiation processes lasting more than a

week. The system is especially well suited to study rare cell

types with complex differentiation dynamics, such as the EE

lineage.

Recently, two other high-profile publications surveyed the EE

compartment at a single-cell level (Haber et al., 2017; Yan et al.,

2017). Using a conventional differential gene expression anal-

ysis, Haber et al. (2017) identified many genes that we see upre-
Figure 7. Confirmation of Candidate Genes

(A) Schematic representation of Sox4 deletion in AhCre-Sox4loxp/loxp animals. Th

(B) Immunohistochemical detection of GLP1 and GHRL in the proximal intestine

(C) Schematic representation of the knockout strategy in intestinal organoids.

(D) mRNA expression of indicated genes measured by quantitative real-time PC

knockout clones, distinguished by different point colors).

(E) Whole-mount immunofluorescent staining of the indicated hormones in wild-

(F) mRNA expression of indicated genes measured by qPCR relative to mean e

different point colors).

(G) Whole-mount immunofluorescent staining of the indicated hormones in wild-

(H–J) mRNA expression of indicated genes measured by qPCR relative to mean

clones, marked by different point colors.

(K) Time-resolved EE differentiation tree. Begin and end of colored boxes indicate

the median. Cluster-specific transcriptional regulators are indicated next to the

knocked out, bold blue regulators gave an EE phenotype.

Statistical significance for (D, F, H, I and J) was determined by unpaired Student
gulated in mature populations. However, due to the lack of time

information, these authors did not pick up transiently expressed

regulators such as Tox3, Runx1t1, Rfx6, or Myt1, all of which

yield EE phenotypes when knocked out. Additionally, Haber

et al. (2017) created a new lineage nomenclature based on

observed hormone co-expression. Our method demonstrates,

however, that some of the observed subtypes (e.g., ‘‘EC’’ and

‘‘EC Reg4’’) are not separate lineages but are consecutive

stages in EE cell maturation. The study of Yan et al. (2017)

showed that Prox1+ and Bmi1+ EE cells possess stem cell po-

tential. Prox1 and Bmi1 were, according to our dataset, already

expressed in early EE progenitors (Figure S5H). Thus, it is not

clear whether the crypt repopulation capacity that Yan et al.

(2017) observed rests indeed within mature EE cells or in early

progenitors. The cluster that Yan et al. (2017) identified as

common EE precursor shows a transcriptional profile that our

data, based on transcriptome and temporal profile, clearly

identified as mature I cells. Due to the appearance of I cells

long after Tac1+ EC cells, simultaneous with most other EE

lineages, this relationship is highly unlikely. This highlights the

difficulty of inferring lineage relationships based on transcrip-

tomic data alone. The dataset generated in our study thus

appears to be an excellent tool to train a new generation of

algorithms for higher-accuracy predictions of pseudo-time and

lineage relationships.

In primary tissue, we saw that EE cells do not move with the

intestinal ‘‘conveyor’’ belt. Given that most EE cell types

appeared only around 60 h after the NEUROG3 pulse, this is

likely a biological necessity due to the otherwise exceedingly

narrow window of cell activity. On the transcriptome level, our

method highlighted not only intrinsic differences in the matura-

tion speed of EE cell types but showcased unexpected plas-

ticity in mature EE populations. Hormonal plasticity is of interest

for therapeutic application, as it may present an accessible

route to modulate endogenous levels of specific hormones. A

proof-of-concept study has already demonstrated that BMP

levels can control the hormonal repertoire of EE cells in vivo

(Beumer et al., 2018). In summary, our study describes a

new technique to link real-time with single-cell sequencing in-

formation and provides a rich resource to understand and

eventually manipulate EE differentiation for scientific and med-

ical purposes.
e syringe indicates injection of beta-naphthoflavone (BNF).

of the indicated genotypes.

R (qPCR) relative to mean expression of all wild-type clones (3 independent

type and knockout organoids.

xpression of all wild-type clones (4 independent knockout clones, marked by

type and knockout organoids.

expression of all wild-type clones. (H) 2, (I) 3, and (J) 3 independent knockout

first and third quantile of time-distribution within the cluster. White circles mark

cluster and common regulators are listed in the middle. Bold Regulators were

’s t-test.
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Alexa Fluor 568 donkey anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) Thermo Scientific Cat # A10042; RRID:AB_2534017

Alexa Fluor 568 donkey anti-goat IgG (H+L) Thermo Scientific Cat # A11057; RRID:AB_2534104

Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-goat IgG (H+L) Thermo Scientific Cat # A11055; RRID:AB_2534102
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Dako EnVision+ System- HRP Labeled Polymer

Anti-Rabbit
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Rabbit anti-Goat bridging antibody Southern Biotech Cat # 6160-01

Alexa Fluor 647 phalloidin Thermo Scientific Cat # A22287; RRID:AB_2620155

Sox4 antibody Atlas antibodies Cat # AMAb91380; RRID:AB_2716661

Neurog3 antibody Developmental Studies

Hybridoma Bank

Cat # F25A1B3; RRID:AB_528401

Tox3 antibody Sigma Aldrich Cat # HPA040376; RRID:AB_10795522

Myt1 antibody Sigma Aldrich Cat # HPA006303; RRID:AB_1079446

Rfx6 antibody Millipore Cat # ABD28; RRID:AB_11205418

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Advanced DMEM/F12 Thermo Scientific Cat # 12634-010

EGF Peprotech Cat # AF-100-15

Noggin conditioned medium U-Protein Express Custom order

R-spondin 1 conditioned medium In-house production -

N-Acetylcysteine Sigma Aldrich Cat # A9165

IWP-2 Stemgent Cat # 130-105-335

DAPT Sigma Aldrich Cat # D5942

Y-27632 Selleckchem Cat # S1049

PD0325901 Sigma Aldrich Cat # PZ0162

BME Amsbio Cat # 3533-005-02

DAPI Thermo Scientific Cat # D1306

TRIzol Thermo Scientific Cat # 15596026

SORT-seq reagents Muraro et al., 2016 -

HEPES Thermo Scientific Cat # 15630-56

Glutamax Thermo Scientific Cat # 35050-038

Penicillin/Streptomycin Thermo Scientific Cat # 15140-122

B27 Supplement GIBCO Cat # 17504-44

TrypLE Express GIBCO Cat # 12605036

10x TrypLE Select (10x) GIBCO Cat # A1217701

Tissue Freezing Medium Leica Cat # 14020108926
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Dispase II Thermo Scientific Cat # 17105041

EGFP mRNA Stemgent Cat # 05-0020

b-Naphthoflavone Sigma Aldrich Cat # N3633

Triton X-100 Sigma Aldrich Cat # X100-100ML

CS&T Research Beads BD Biosciences Cat # 650621

ProLong Gold Antifade Mounting Medium with DAPI Thermo Scientific Cat # P36935

Critical Commercial Assays

Thermo Scientific reagents for CEL-Seq2 Hashimshony et al., 2016 N/A

Reagents for library preparation from CEL-Seq2 Hashimshony et al., 2016 N/A

Megashortscript T7 Transcription Kit Ambion Cat # AM1354

TransIT mRNA transfection kit Mirus Cat # MIR 2225

pGEM-T easy cloning kit Promega Cat # A1360

Alexa Fluor 488 Tyramide Superboost kit invitrogen Cat # B40941

iQ SybrGreen Supermix Bio-Rad Cat # 1708887

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Neurog3Chrono This study Hans Clevers, h.clevers@hubrecht.eu

AhCre (Ireland et al., 2004) MGI:3052655

Sox4loxp/loxp (Penzo-Méndez et al., 2007) Veronique Lefebvre, lefebvv@ccf.org

Tac1Cre LSL-tdTomato (Harris et al., 2014) Hongkui Zeng, hongkuiz@alleninstitute.org

Rosa26-Cas9 J.v.Es and H. Clevers, to be

published separately

Hans Clevers, h.clevers@hubrecht.eu

Software and Algorithms

DESeq2 algorithm (Love et al., 2014) http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/DESeq2.html

RaceID2 (StemID) algorithm (Grün et al., 2016) https://github.com/dgrun/StemID

ImageJ NIH https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/

ggpubr Kassambara, 2018 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggpubr/

plyr (Wickham, 2011) https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/plyr/

gplots Warnes et al., 2016 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gplots/

R R Foundation http://www.r-project.org

destiny & dpt (Angerer et al., 2016;

Haghverdi et al., 2016)

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/destiny.html

RNA velocity (velocyto) (La Manno et al., 2018) http://velocyto.org/

RStudio RStudio https://www.rstudio.com

Other

Appliances needed for SORT-seq Muraro et al., 2016 N/A

SP8 or SP8X confocal microscope Leica N/A

Olympus FV3000 microscope Leica N/A

FACSAria II BD N/A

Complete Dataset This study GEO: GSE113561
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for reagents and resources should be directed to the Lead Contact, Hans Clevers (h.clevers@

hubrecht.eu).
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
Neurog3Chrono mice were generated by homologous recombination in mouse embryonic stem cells. The Chrono-reporter cassette

(Figure 1B) was inserted just before the Neurog3 stop-codon to maintain normal expression of the transcription factor and retain

potential regulatory effects of the 30 UTR. Genotyping primers for Neurog3Chrono can be found in the Table S4. Generation and

genotyping of AhCre (Ireland et al., 2004), Sox4loxp/loxp (Penzo-Méndez et al., 2007) and Rosa26-Cas9 (J.H.v.E. et al., unpublished

data) and Tac1Cre LSL-tdTomato (Harris et al., 2014) animals is/will be described elsewhere. All alleles were maintained on a mixed

C57BL/6 background. All mouse experiments were conducted under a project license granted by the Dier Experiment Commissie /

Animal Experimentation Committee (DEC) or Central Committee Animal Experimentation (CCD) of the Dutch government and

approved by the Hubrecht Institute Animal Welfare Body (IvD). In all experiments animals were aged between 8 and 24 weeks

and littermates were used as controls. Homozygous Neurog3Chrono animals/organoids were used for all experiments. Both male

and female mice were used, except for isolation of organoids from Rosa26-Cas9 mice. Only male Rosa26-Cas9 organoids were iso-

lated to simplify the knockout of genes located on the X chromosome.

METHODS DETAILS

Isolation of single cells from Neurog3Chrono animals or organoids
Mouse small intestines were harvested, cleaned, flushed with PBS and separated into proximal, medial and distal parts. Pieces were

cut open and villi were scraped off with glass slides and processed separately. After repeated washes, the crypt fraction was incu-

bated with 2 mM EDTA in PBS (without Ca2+, Mg2+) for 30 min to separate crypts from the muscle layer. Subsequently, crypts were

mechanically detached, strained, washed and pelleted. The crypt pellet and the washed and pelleted villus fraction were then resus-

pended in warm TrypLE Express (GIBCO) and digested to single cells at 37�C. Samples were repeatedly taken to avoid over- or

under-digestion. Alternatively, pellets were digested for 1.5min in 10xTrypLE select diluted 1:1 with HBSSwith continuousmechanic

disruption by pipetting, which generally improves yields but generates larger numbers of doublets. Single cell suspensions were

pelleted, washed, strained and resuspended in cold FACS buffer (Advanced DMEM/F12 + 4 mM EDTA).

Neurog3Chrono organoids at 0h, 24h, 48h and 72h after induction of EE differentiation (see ‘‘Enteroendocrine differentiation of

intestinal Organoids’’ below) were harvested in cold medium, washed and digested to single cells with 10xTrypLE select diluted

1:1 with HBSS with continuous mechanic disruption. Single cell suspensions were pelleted, washed, strained and resuspended in

cold FACS buffer (Advanced DMEM/F12 + 4 mM EDTA).

Flow Cytometric Purification
Flow cytometers were calibrated with CS&T beads, to insure reproducibility between experiments. 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

(DAPI) was added just before flow sorting. DAPI-negative living cells were sorted into TRIzol reagent (Thermo Scientific) for bulk

mRNA-sequencing or into 384-well plates containing 96 or 384 unique molecular identifier (UMI) barcode primer-sets, ERCC92

spike-ins (Agilent) and dNTPs (Promega) for single-cell mRNA-sequencing (SORT-seq) (Muraro et al., 2016) using a FACSAria II

(BD). Fluorescence values for all sorted cells were recorded for later analysis. Samples in Trizol or plates were stored at �80�C until

further processing.

Establishing and imaging intestinal Organoid cultures
To establish organoids, crypts were isolated as described above, however, crypt pellets were not digested, but resuspended in cold

BME and plated at approximately 100 crypts/50 ul drop of BME (see also (Sato et al., 2009)). After 10-20 min in the incubator, full

growth medium was added. Growth medium consists of Advanced DMEM/F12 with 50 ng/mL EGF (Peprotech), 5% R-spondin 1

conditioned medium (made in-house), 1% Noggin conditioned medium (U Protein Express), 1x B27 (GIBCO) and 1.25 mM n-Ace-

tylcysteine (Sigma Aldrich). Organoids were maintained at 37�C and medium was changed twice a week. Cultures were split weekly

at 1:4 ratio by mechanical disruption of organoids.

For imaging spontaneous enteroendocrine differentiation in Neurog3Chrono organoids, cultures were split and seeded in BME at

low density on glass bottom plates three days prior to image acquisition. To reduce potential background, we used phenol-free

growth medium. Organoids were imaged for 96 on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. Data for the fluorescence-time conversion

dataset were collected in intervals of 45 min between recorded z stacks of individual organoids in 3 independent experiments.

Imaging of Tac1Cre-LSL-tdTomato mice was performed in the same fashion but imaging was started 3h after induction of EE dif-

ferentiation and continued for 120h at 30 min intervals.

Preparation of intestinal tissue for imaging
For detection of reporter fluorescence, intestines from Neurog3Chrono animals were harvested and flushed with cold PBS. Subse-

quently, freshly prepared 4% PFA was flushed through the intestine and the tissue was fixed for 15 min at room temperature. Sub-

sequently, tissue was washed with PBS, flushed with diluted Tissue Freezing Medium (Leica) and frozen in undiluted tissue Freezing

Medium (Leica). Sections were cut on a cryotome and mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade Mounting Medium with DAPI (Thermo
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Scientific). Alternatively, fixed intestines were embedded in UltraPure LowMelting Point Agarose (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and cut

on a Microm HM 650V vibratome. Sections were blocked, incubated with primary antibody overnight and stained with secondary

antibodies for 2h on the following day. Finally, sections were mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade Mounting Medium with DAPI

(Thermo Scientific) and imaged on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope.

For crypt reconstruction the intestines were dissected, rinsed twice with ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde, and incubated for 2h in

4% paraformaldehyde. The intestine was then washed with PBT (PBS, 0.1% Tween), dissected into pieces of 5 3 7 mm, and incu-

bated overnight at 4�C with Alexa Fluor-647 Phalloidin (Thermo Fischer Scientific). The following day, the pieces were washed and

embedded in 4% UltraPure Low Melting Point Agarose (Thermo Fischer Scientific) before 3D imaging using an Olympus FV3000

confocal microscope.

For immunohistochemistry intestines were fixed overnight in Formalin, dehydrated using ethanol and embedded in paraffin.

4 mm-sections were processed using standard methods and antigen retrieval was performed using citrate buffer (pH 6.0). Dewaxed

sections were blocked, incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4�C and then incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with

BrightVision poly-HRT anti-rabbit (Immunologic). For primary goat antibodies, a rabbit-anti-goat bridging antibody (1h, room temper-

ature) was used in an intermediate step. Immunoreactivity was visualized using 3,30-diaminobenzidine (DAB).

For immunofluorescent co-staining of SOX4 and NEUROG3 on paraffin sections, samples were processed as other paraffin sam-

ples above with the following changes: primary antibody incubation of highly diluted Neurog3 antibody (1:500) was followed by signal

amplification with the Alexa Fluor 488 Tyramide Superboost kit (Invitrogen). Subsequently, SOX4 staining was performed as other

immunofluorescent stainings above. This step was necessary since Neurog3 and Sox4 antibody are of mouse origin. Absence of

false-positive SOX4 signal in NEUROG3 positive cells was confirmed in tissue sections from Sox4 KO mice (see also Figure S7B).

In vitro-transcription of gRNAs
Two independent gRNAs targeting candidate genes were designed with the CRISPR Design Tool (http://crispr.mit.edu/). Oligos

(Table S4) were synthetized and annealed with a common oligo containing a T7 promoter. Strands were filled in with T4 DNA poly-

merase (NEB), PCR amplified with Phusion high-fidelity polymerase (NEB) and purified. The resulting amplified DNA was sequenced

to confirm correct assembly. 200 ng PCR product were in vitro transcribed using the Megashortscript T7 transcription kit (Ambion)

following themanufacturer’s instructions. Finally, gRNAswere purified using an RNeasymini kit (QIAGEN) and amodified protocol for

small RNAs (QIAGEN Supplementary Protocol: Purification of total RNA containing miRNA from animal cells using the RNeasy Plus

Mini Kit).

CRISPR-Cas9 mediated knockout in intestinal organoids
Proximal small intestinal organoids were isolated from male Rosa26-Cas9 animals as described above and cultured for several

weeks. 4 days after the last split organoids were harvested and digested to single cells with TripLE (GIBCO). In vitro transcribed

gRNA (170 ng) was mixed with GFP mRNA (80 ng, Stemgent) in OptiMem (GIBCO) and TransIT mRNA transfection (Mirus) compo-

nents according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA complexes were added to organoid single-cell suspensions in growth me-

dium supplemented with 10 uM Y-27632 (Selleckchem) in 96-well plates (approximately 50.000 cells/well) and incubated for 4h at

37�C. After the incubation time, cells were resuspended, strained and GFP positive cells were isolated by FACS. GFP positive sin-

gle-cells were spun down, seeded at low density in BME and grown into organoids by addition of 50%Wnt conditioned medium (in-

house production) and 10 uM Y-27632 (Selleckchem) to the full growth medium for the first 4 days. For every gRNA 16 clones were

picked, expanded and genotyped by amplification of the region of interest by PCR and cloning of the PCR products into pGEM-T

easy (Promega). Resulting vectors were analyzed by Sanger sequencing to identify potential indels in both Allels of each clone.

Clones with confirmed out-of-frame insertions or deletions in both Allels were selected and used for further experiments. All clones

were compared to mock-transfected wild-type organoids that underwent the same cloning procedure and were derived from the

same organoid isolation.

Enteroendocrine differentiation of intestinal Organoids
Intestinal organoids were switched to enteroendocrine differentiation medium (Basak et al., 2017) 4 days after their last split. Enter-

oendocrine differentiation medium contains normal growth medium supplemented with 5 uM IWP-2 (Stemgent), 10 uMDAPT (Sigma

Aldrich) and 1 uM MEK inhibitor (PD0325901, Sigma Aldrich). 48h after start of differentiation medium was renewed.

For RNA isolation organoids were lysed in 350ul Buffer RLT (RNeasy mini kit (QIAGEN)) and processed following the manufac-

turer’s instructions. For whole-mount stainings, BME was digested by addition of 2 U/mL Dispase II (Thermo) to growth medium

for 1h and removed by subsequent repeated washes with cold medium. Then, organoids were incubated in 4% freshly prepared

PFA for 30 min, permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 (Sigma) for 20 min and stored in PBS with 1% BSA at 4�C until stained.

Whole-mount staining of intestinal organoids
Organoids were blocked with 1% BSA at room temperature for 1 hour and incubated with primary antibodies in blocking solution

overnight. The next day, organoids were washed and incubated with secondary antibody for 1h at room temperature. After washing,

organoids were placed in glass-bottom 96-well plates in PBS and imaged on an inverted SP8 confocal microscope (Leica).
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Deletion of Sox4 in AhCre x Sox4loxp/loxp animals
For conditional deletion of Sox4, AhCre x Sox4loxp/loxp and Cre-negative Sox4loxp/loxp littermates were treated with 4 injections of

100 ul (10 mg/mL) b-Naphthoflavone (Sigma Aldrich) at 4 day intervals. 3 days after the last injection, mouse intestines were har-

vested and fixed in Formalin or processed for RNA isolation.

Messenger RNA Sequencing
Bulk or single cell samples were lysed, barcoded and processed according to the CEL-Seq2 technique (Grün et al., 2016; Hashimsh-

ony et al., 2016; Muraro et al., 2016). In short, bulk samples were sorted into TRIzol and RNA was isolated following the manufac-

turer’s instruction with the exception of adding 2 mg GlycoBlue (Ambion) overnight at �80�C to precipitate RNA. After removal of

supernatants RNA precipitates were dissolved in reverse transcription reaction mix (Invitrogen), UMI barcode primers and dNTPs

(Promega) were added and the reaction was incubated at 70�C for 2 min. For single-cell mRNA-sequencing, cells were sorted

into 384 well plates, containing UMI barcode primers, frozen and incubated at 65�C for 5 min to ensure lysis. First and second strand

synthesis (Invitrogen) was performed and all wells of a single plate were pooled. After in vitro transcription (Ambion), the amplified

RNA was reverse transcribed and amplified for 10-12 cycles with Illumina Truseq primers. Finally, libraries were analyzed on an

Illumina NextSeq500 using 75-bp pair-end sequencing.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification of decay dynamics of Neurog3Chrono
z stacks taken by confocal live imaging of Neurog3Chrono organoids (25 cells in 8 organoids in 3 independent experiments with iden-

tical settings) were summed and reporter positive cells were identified and semi-automatically traced and measured over time in

ImageJ. Cells that could not be clearly separated from fluorescent neighbors were excluded from the analysis. Fluorescence raw

data was imported into R and normalized per cell after background subtraction (based on the background signal of each individual

frame). Cell data were aligned in time based on peakmNeonGreen fluorescence. Time-dependent mean fluorescence and 95% con-

fidence intervals were calculated and depicted in Figure 1F. To compare protein stability of each color, mean fluorescence decay

rates after peak fluorescence of each color were compared and approximated by linear regression.

Fluorescence time conversion
Reference fluorescence values (see ‘‘Quantification of decay dynamics of Neurog3Chrono’’) formNeonGreen and dTomato from live-

imaged Neurog3Chrono organoids were normalized relative to maximum intensity in each channel and log transformed. Fluores-

cence values from flow cytometry (see ‘‘Flow Cytometric Purification’’) were equally normalized and log transformed and

subsequently overlaid and aligned with the reference data. On the resulting mNeonGreen versus dTomato intensity graph (which re-

sembles the original mNeonGreen versus dTomato flow cytometry plot with overlaid reference data) the central point in the reference

value distribution is chosen. The angle between the vector (centerpoint to datapoint) and the vector (�1,-1) was determined for each

reference datapoint and each point of flow cytometry data. Since the time value of each reference datapoint was known, a correlation

between angle and time could be established and fitted by non-linear regression to a logistic curve. All unknown time values for flow

cytometry datapoints were then interpolated.

Quantification of Tac1Cre-LSL-tdTomato organoids
z stacks for each time point were analyzed with the ImageJ Plugin 3DObject counter (included in Fiji). The object detection cutoff was

set to 400 to exclude small fluorescent bodies, such as apoptotic remnants. The volume of tdTomato positive voxels was summed

per time point, normalized to maximum values and plotted against time.

Quantification of enteroendocrine cell migration
Crypt axes were established and the relative position of Neurog3Chrono-positive cells between crypt bottom and crypt top along the

crypt axes was semi-automatically measured in ImageJ. Fluorescence values (mNeonGreen and dTomato) of each individual cell

were quantified and used to calculate time as described above.

Bioinformatics Analysis
For detailed information on DNA library preparation, sequencing, mapping to themouse reference genome and quantification of tran-

script abundance please refer to (Muraro et al., 2016).

Bulk sequencing libraries were analyzed using the DESeq2 package (Love et al., 2014). Time-gate specific genes were determined

by differential gene expression analysis (p < 0.01, log2FC > 1.5) comparing each time-gate against all others and including potential

batch-effects in the model design.

For single cell analysis, cell clusters and expression comparisons between clusters were generated using the RaceID2 algorithm

(Grün et al., 2016). For initial cell type analysis (Figure 3A), single-cell libraries were normalized by downsampling to a minimum num-

ber of 2,000 unique transcripts/cell. After an initial RaceID2 run cell clusters enriched for Kcnq1ot1, an indicator for necrotic cells and

low quality RNA, were removed from the dataset. Likewise, cells with high auto-fluorescence (according to Index sort files) or raw
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transcript counts higher than 1.5 times the interquartile range above the upper quartile of the rest of the population were removed as

potential doublets. Mitochondrial genes, ERCC92 spike-ins as well as genes associated with clustering artifacts (Rn45s, Malat1,

Kcnq1ot1, A630089N07Rik, and Gm17821) were excluded from the final dataset (Grün et al., 2015; Scheele et al., 2017). RaceID2

was re-run with gap statistics to generate the 2281 cell dataset presented in Figure 3A (RaceID2 settings: MinThresh = 2000,

minexpr = 5, minnumber = 2, outminc = 5, probthr = 10�4, outlg = 4). For presentation in the overview figure clusters of the same

celltypeweremerged. For detailed analysis of subpopulations the following clustering parameters were used: Figure 5A (MinThresh =

5000, minexpr = 5, minnumber = 2, outminc = 5, probthr = 10�3, outlg = 2), Figure 5F (MinThresh = 4000, minexpr = 5, minnumber = 2,

outminc = 5, probthr = 10�4, outlg = 4). For clustering the combined tissue-organoid dataset the following settings were used: Fig-

ure S7B (MinThresh = 4000, minexpr = 5, minnumber = 2, outminc = 5, probthr = 10�4, outlg = 4)

Differentially expressed genes between clusters or cell subsets were determined as described in (Muraro et al., 2016). In short, a

negative binomial distribution was calculated reflecting the gene expression variability within each cluster based on the background

model for the expected transcript count variability. With these distributions p values were calculated and corrected for multiple

testing by the Benjamini-Hochberg method. Cutoffs for adjusted p values and fold changes are given in the corresponding figure

legend.

For diffusion map analysis, data were normalized via RaceID2 (as above, min. Threshold of 4000 unique transcripts/cell) and

analyzed by principal component analysis. Diffusion components were then calculated from principal components and displayed

in 2- or 3-dimensional diffusion maps.

For gene expression analysis in a lineage over time (e.g., Figure 6A), cells of all clusters associated with the lineage in question were

arranged according to their age after peak NEUROG3 expression. Temporal outliers were identified (all cells of the previous cluster

older than the 33% time quantile of the subsequent cluster) and excluded from the analysis. The expression profile of an individual

gene in a particular lineage over time was then generated by Loess regression on normalized unique transcript counts of each indi-

vidual cell along the time axis. Transcriptional regulators were identified by comparison to all genes associated with UniProt:

KW-0805. Only genes that showed at least 80% modulation in amplitude of the Loess smoothed mean and had a minimal mean

expression level of 0.9 were included in the list of modulated transcriptional regulators.

For RNA velocity analysis, Fastq files were trimmed with TrimGalore-0.4.3 and mapped with STAR-2.5.3a to the mouse reference

genome (mm10). Introns and exons were extracted from the corresponding annotation files. Analysis was performed according to (La

Manno et al., 2018). In short, spliced and unspliced unique transcript counts of the gene (e.g., Chgb) and cell population (e.g., EC

cells) in question were extracted and plotted as a phase diagram. The gamma parameter was fit by least-squares using an extreme

quantile fit. Unspliced (u) residuals were then calculated for every cell and plotted on a tSNE map.

All bioinformatics analysis was performed using R version 3.4.0 (R Foundation, https://www.r-project.org) and RStudio version

1.0.143 (https://www.rstudio.com).

Statistics
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The experiments were not randomized and the investigators were not

blinded to the sample allocation during experiments and outcome assessment. No animals were excluded from analysis. All data are

presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD), unless stated otherwise. Statistically significant differences between wild-type and

knockout clones were determined using an unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test. Data was obtained from at least two independent

clones per knocked out gene and from at least two independent experiments to ensure reproducibility. All statistical analyses were

performed using R version 3.4.0 (R Foundation, https://www.r-project.org) and RStudio version 1.0.143 (https://www.rstudio.com).

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Data Resources
Differentially expressed genes between sorting gates (Figure 2A) are provided in Table S1. A chronologically ordered list of transcrip-

tional regulators in each lineage is provided in Table S2. Differentially expressed genes between mature cell clusters are provided in

Table S3. RNA-sequencing data, time information, and fluorescence data are available under Gene Expression Omnibus ID GEO:

GSE113561.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Confirmation of Neurog3 Function and Candidate Gene Identification, Related to Figures 1, 2, and 3

(A) Immunohistochemistry for CHGA and GLP1 in the proximal intestine of wild-type, heterozygous and homozygous Neurog3Chrono animals. Arrows indicate

stained cells. (scale bar, 50 mm).

(B) Immunofluorescent co-staining of NEUROG3 and SOX4 in mouse small intestine.

(C) tSNE map indicating expression of Secretin (Sct). Numbers represent normalized unique transcript counts.

(D) tSNE map indicating expression of goblet cell and Paneth cell markers. Numbers represent normalized unique transcript counts.



Figure S2. Hormonal Plasticity in the Course of EE Maturation, Related to Figure 4

(A) Quantification of hormonal co-expression in EE cells. The x-Axis indicates the number of different hormones with a contribution of at least 10% to the

combined hormonal transcripts in a cell. The y-Axis indicates the percentage of all cells of the same lineage.

(B) Relative contribution of individual hormones to the total hormonal transcript pool in individual cells ordered in time. Please note that apparent higher

fluctuations in the EC lineage are due to the generally lower expression of Tac1/Tph1 when compared to other peptide hormones.

(legend continued on next page)



(C) tSNE map of EC clusters and EC markers after clustering with a raised threshold of 4000 normalized unique transcripts/cell.

(D) tSNEmap of 461 early and late EC cells (min. 4000 unique transcripts/cell) (top-left, related to Fig. 4E), expression levels ofReg4 (top-right, normalized unique

transcript counts), Phase portrait (bottom-right) showing regions of increasing (over dotted line) or decreasing (under dotted line) expression based on unspliced/

spliced mRNA balance (colors correspond to clusters), Unspliced unique transcript count residuals projected on the tSNE map (red indicates high relative levels

of unspliced mRNA = begin of gene expression, blue indicates low relative levels of unspliced mRNA = downregulation of gene expression, left).

(E) tSNE map of L-, I- and N-cell clusters and hormonal products after clustering with a raised threshold of 4000 normalized unique transcripts/cell.

(F) as (D) but for Nts mRNA in LIN cells (related to Fig. 4H).



(legend on next page)



Figure S3. Organoid Differentiation Dynamics and Migratory Behavior of EE cells In Vivo, Related to Figure 4

(A) Live imaging of Tac1Cre LSL-tdTomato small intestinal organoids. EE differentiation was started at t = 0h. Arrows track individual tdTomato positive cells

over time.

(B andC) (B) Combined volume of Tac1Cre LSL-tdTomato positive cells over time during EE differentiation; the red line indicates loess smoothedmeanswith 99%

confidence interval; the blue line marks the time point of maximal Tac1 expression according to (C) hormone expression during a 120h, 12h interval EE differ-

entiation time course in organoids (qPCR, mean values relative to max +/- SEM).

(D) (Left) Confocal image of cleared Neurog3Chrono SI crypts. Green and red mark reporter fluorescence. Phalloidin stain outlines crypt structure in turquoise.

Small images represent 3D reconstructed side view for positional quantification. (right) Quantification of the distance of Neurog3Chrono positive cells from the

bottom of the crypt. 0 indicates the inner crypt bottom, 1 the transition point to the villus (n = 253 cells).

(E) 3D reconstruction of Neurog3Chrono crypts.

(F) Immune-fluorescent staining for CHGA in small intestine vibratome sections of homozygous Neurog3Chrono mice.

(G) Expression of CHGA in all EE populations of the high sensitivity EE single cell dataset (min. 4000 unique transcripts/cell). Numbers indicate unique

transcripts + 0.1.



Figure S4. Characteristics of Individual EE Lineages, Related to Figure 5

(A) Violin/Boxplots of genes differentially expressed between EC and non-EC lineages. Numbers indicate normalized unique transcript counts.

(B) Diffusion map visualization showing all EE progenitors in combination with all cells of the EC, ILN- and Delta-cell lineages (min. 4000 unique transcripts/cell).



Figure S5. Sequential Expression of Transcriptional Regulators during EE Differentiation, Related to Figure 6)

(A–F) Modulated transcriptional regulators (UniProt: KW-0805) in the (A) K-cell, (B) X-cell, (C) L-cell, (D) N-cell, (E) Delta-cell or (F) I-cell lineage ordered by peak

relativemean transcript count along the time axis (meanmodulation > 80%,mean transcripts > 0.9). Colors indicate Loess-smoothedmean expression relative to

maximum expression in time.

(G) Differential gene expression analysis between mature clusters. Relative expression level (row-wise Z score of log2 transformed normalized unique transcript

counts + 0.1, p < 0.05, fc > 2) across cells (columns). A list of identified genes can be found as Table S3.

(H) tSNE map indicating expression of Prox1 and Bmi1. Numbers represent normalized unique transcript counts.



Figure S6. Confirmation of Sox4 as EE Regulator, Related to Figure 7

(A) Immunohistochemistry staining for SOX4 in proximal and distal SI in wild-type and Sox4 KO mice.

(B) Immunofluorescent co-staining of NEUROG3 and Sox4 in proximal small intestine of wild-type and Sox4 KO mice.

(C) Immunohistochemistry staining for GLP1 in distal SI of wild-type and Sox4 KO mice.

(D) Immunohistochemical detection of SST and CCK in the proximal intestine of the indicated genotypes.

(E and F) (E) EE and (F) general marker expression measured in microarray of wild-type and Sox4 knockout small intestinal RNA. Expression levels are denoted

relative to wild-type. Dots mark independent probes; dot color distinguishes independent experiments.



Figure S7. Confirmation of Candidate Genes in Intestinal Organoids, Related to Figure 7

(A) Comparative flow cytometry of isolated small intestinal crypt cells of homozygous Neurog3Chrono mice and cells from homozygous Neurog3Chrono

organoids 48h after start of EE differentiation.

(B) tSNE map of a combined dataset of 1750 Neurog3Chrono positive cells and 950 Neurog3Chrono positive cells from intestinal organoids sorted 0h, 24h, 48h

and 72h after induction of differentiation. (left) cluster identity (right) cell origin.

(C) Violin/Boxplots of time distribution within clusters in (B) separated by cell origin.

(D) Cluster-heatmap corresponding to (B) with annotated cluster identity and cell origin.

(legend continued on next page)



(E) tSNE maps indicating expression of EE marker genes. Numbers represent normalized unique transcript counts.

(F) mRNA expression of indicated genes in Neurog3 knockout organoids measured by qPCR relative to mean expression of all wild-type clones. Points denote

independent experiments.

(G) mRNA expression of Neurog3 in 2 independent Myt1 knockout clones (point color) measured by qPCR relative to mean expression of all wild-type clones.

(H) Lineage-resolved expression profiles of Neurog3 andMyt1. Colored lines represent lineage-specific Loess-smoothed expression means. Numbers indicate

normalized unique transcript counts.

(I) mRNA expression of indicated genes in 3 independent Runx1t1 knockout clones (point color) measured by qPCR relative to mean expression of all wild-type

clones.

Statistical significance for (F, G and I) was determined by unpaired Student’s t-test.
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